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Cloud Computing is diversified with its services exponentially and lured large number of consumers towards the
technology indefinitely. It has become a highly challenging problem to satiate the user requirements. Most of the
existing system ingest large search space or provide inappropriate service; hence, there is a need for the reliable
and space competent service selection/ranking in the cloud environment. The proposed work introduces a Clustering - Dual Ranking Method (C-DRM) to rank the services from n services in terms of space conserving and
providing reliable service quenching the user requirements as well. C-DRM is proposed focusing on the uncertainty of user preferences along with their priorities; converting it to weights with the use of Jensen-Shannon
(JS) Entropy Function. The ranking of service is employed through Priority-Technique for Order of Preference
by Similarity to Ideal Solution (P-TOPSIS) and space complexity is reduced by novel Utility Pruning method. The
performance of the proposed work C-DRM is estimated in terms of Closeness Index (CI) and space complexity.
P-TOPSIS outperforms the conventional TOPSIS method by achieving 65% reduction in space complexity.
KEYWORDS: Cloud Computing, Clustering, Decision Making, Dual Ranking Method, Entropy, P-TOPSIS,
Service Computing, Uncertainty.
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1. Introduction
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Due to the huge growth of cloud services with diversified
characteristics, its tough task for the user to select appropriate
cloud service satiating their requirements and large search
space due to ambiguity, sometimes the similar services might
conflict with one another based on the objectives [9, 23].
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in terms of selecting the optimal cloud service and
space conserving. The performance is illustrated
by comparing with traditional ranking method.
The remainder of the work is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 lines
out the concept of proposed work P-TOPSIS in detail
manner. The experimental analysis is presented in
Section 4, various results are discussed, and finally
Section 5 gives the conclusion and future work.

2. Related Works
Cloud Service Selection, a primary concern where N
number of services being deployed with many similar
matching characteristic that needs to be addressed
for the benefits of cloud consumers in a long run.
Most perplexing task to find the reliable service from
cloud server, hence cloud service recommendation is
proposed [21, 16] using clustering based on trust degree computation algorithm and service suggestion
is given respectively. AHP techniques ensures the
weights of user requirements, many researchers implemented for ranking the services as well [1, 7, 8, 11,
12, 19]. Other method of selecting services such as by
using Bcloud-tree [14] and Fuzzy logic [17, 18], where the
computational complexity and search space is large
paving way for irrelevant selection. Rough set theory
combined with hypergraph fruit fly optimization [20]
yields better results in terms of accuracy but failed
to impress with more services that are similar and
increased search space as well. Time-series analysis
of CSP’s provide trustworthy providers but emanates
with the cost of high complexity. The dominance of
Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) [15] stands
recognized based on recent studies (Table 1) with respect to cloud service selection.

2.1. Novelty of the Proposed Method: C-DRM
There are various MCDM approaches used by several
authors for ranking the cloud services. The literature
work (Table 1) claims to handle the problem of service
selection in cloud, nevertheless drawbacks still exists
in terms of huge searching space for the optimal service thereby diminution in performance. Another significant issue is regarding the consideration of user
priority, which needs to be incorporated while recommending the optimal service. The proposed method
introduces the efficient technique to select the most

2022/3/51

Table 1
Relate Works
Authors

Techniques

Cloud Service Ranking based on MCDM Approaches
_ Rough set theory-based hypergraNivethitha et al.,
ph-binary fruit fly optimization –
2019 [20]
service selection
_ SELCLOUD – cloud service selection framework - EGTOPSIS
Jatoth et al.,
_ AHP – weights
2019 [10]
_ Grey TOPSIS – rank CSPs
_ Broker based approach.
_ Time slot weighted satisfaction score.
Nawaz and
Janjua, 2021 [19] _ Best Worst Method (BWM) – rank

cloud services
_ Orthopair Fuzzy information –
Krishnakumar et
express preferences
al., 2021 [12]
_ Agent attitude- variance approach
_ Fuzzy technique for best–worst
analysis (FTBWA)
Hussain et al,
_ Based on final score the best alter2021 [7]
native is selected.
_ Neutrosophic Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (NMCDA)
Abdel et al. 2018 _
Triangular neutrosophic numbers
[1]
_ Neutrosophic AHP – performance
evaluation of CSPs
_ MCDM – TOPSIS
Yousef 2020 [27] _ Best Worst Method (BWM)- rank
Cloud service providers
_ MCDM-Modified Best Worst
Method (BWM) – to compute the
Hussain and
Chun 2022 [6]
weights of criteria
_ Markov chain- summation of ranks
Other Service Selection Approaches
_ Cloud service is suggested compuPriya, and
ting the trust degree by clustering
Bhuvaneswaran,
the services
2020 [21]
_ Qos Parameters are considered.
_ Fuzzy logic based intelligent cloud
Nagarajan and
broker
Thirunavukarasu, _
Fuzzy inferencing process identi2019 [18]
fies sevices
_ Bcloud-tree – service selection algoLin et al., 2019
[14]
rithm
_ Compute partial correlation between cloud service providers
Trueman et al.,
_ Graphical Lasso Regularization
2022 [25]
_ Ranks service providers through
degree centrality
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in the computation
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Ranking
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A = {ak | 1 ≤ k ≤ K} denotes the set of QoS attributes
and conversion
to weights
the same followed
of cloud
services with
similarofcharacteristic.
Let Fby=
normalization and weighted normalization. From Algorithm
{fi ∈2,Athe
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i ≤ user
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attributes
cloud
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requirement
quoted. Whereas,
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remaining
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the the
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Let T = {t
)}
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Serk
are ignored and will be recomputed thfor further user
vicerequests.
Level Agreement (SLA) of the k QoS attribute
agreed by the ith service and jth user.
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Figure 3
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Schematic Diagram of C-DRM

Step 2: The priority of the user requirements are converted
using the following
Equations 7(a)-(b).

3.2.into
Phase
1 –using
Clustering
weights
entropy function

Nowadays, clustering is considered as essential
pre-processing step for many real applications. Moreover, clustering algorithms brings out the 7(a)
most useful
information for the application by grouping according
to the various data similarity metrics. The K-means
,
7(b)
clustering is carried over KSA (Knowledge, Skills and
Abilities) dataset, where the service data are collectwhere, k is the no. of attributes and pi is the probability
ed from
13 cloud nodes [2].
value.

3.3.Step
Phase
2: Ranking
3: Compute
the weighted
Equation (8):

normalized matrix using

Ranking phase is aggregated form of two tiers such
as tier 1ijdesignates
the novel utility pruning
= ij ij ,
(8) method
based similarity ranking and tier 2 denotes the final
ranking
based on Jensen-Shannon (JS) diwhereof services
ij: is the weighted normalized matrix,
vergence and incorporating the priorities of users as
ij: is the weight of criterion cj.
depicted in Figure
3
Step 4: Acquire the Ideal solutions Positive (

3.3.1. Tier
1 – Similarity Ranking
Negative ( ) using Equations (9)-(10):

) and

The class pertaining to the user preferences are recognized and shifted to the tier 1 ranking module for
=max{ 1j,in 2jorder
… mj} to reduce the
(9) search
pruning of services
space complexity. The pruning of services is done in
accordance with scaling factors given by user - Table
=min{
1j, 2j… mj}.benefits. The(10)
2 to bring out
the maximum
CSP submits the SLA Tij(ak) of the scaling attributes mainStep
Thereafter
normalization,
bestmaximum
and worst
tained
by5:the
broker,the
denoted
as Tk ideal
where
solution are computed and the ranking is calculated on
scaling be
the providers.
thedone
basis by
of closeness
index, which is found using JS
divergence formula as given in Equation (11).
Definition
3.1. For a given scaling attribute fk, if the
SLA Tij(ak) submitted by the user uj is not less than the
Max utility Zk, then it is considered that the cloud ser(11)
vice satisfy the consistency on the scaling attribute fk.

In a real cloud environment, the scaling attributes
(fk) can be Memory and Disk. The user has (11.a)
primacy to
give the two scaling factor to determine the affordable
utility (AFk) that can be managed
without(11.b)
violating
,
the Service Level Agreement (SLA). The formal definitionwhere,
is as Rfollows:
is the given user requirement, Si is the similar

service to
measure
the distance
and KL isattribute
the KullbackDefinition
3.2.
For the
given scaling
fk, the
Leibler divergence.
cloud service satisfies the condition of pruning is: Zk >
AFk. The services are pruned when the max utility is
larger than the affordable utility.

Step 6: Calculate the Closeness Index (ri) for each
alternative services to the ideal solution using Equation
(12):

Table 2
SLA of Scaling Attributes Specified By Cloud User
Scaling attributes

=
Memory (gb)
Disk (gb)

Minimum

.

2
100

Step 6: Rank R using Equation (13):

Maximum

(12)

20

1000

Based on the
scaling
factors (fk ) provided(13)
by user, the
R=[r
1,r2….rm],
affordable utility (AFk) is computed using Equation
(1) and compared against the Max utility (Zk) which is
where R is the vector of all closeness Index, the
computed
knapsack
method
using
highestusing
closeness
index is optimization
the best alternative
as
per Equation
(13).
Equation
(2) and
compared with max utility; the services are pruned according to Equation (3). The similarity ranking algorithm is depicted in Table 3.
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AFk = fk1 fk2

(1)
n
k=1 k

(2)

n
k=1

(3)

Zk = max ∑

f Tk

subject to ∑

Zk > AFk ,

where n is the No. of Services.

Simmem(CSi,Ureq) + SimDisk(CSi, Ureq)
+ SimBandwidth(CSi,Ureq) + Simthroughput

(5)

(CSi,Ureq) + Simresponsetime(CSi,Ureq)

TOPSIS first proposed in [13, 28], which is the most
proficient methods to handle the MCDM problems.
The core concept behind TOPSIS is by identifying the
low geometric distance from the ideal positive solution, which is termed as best alternative and should
be farthest distance from the negative ideal solution
as well. The positive ideal solution (best) has the advantage of having the highest benefits and in contrast,
the negative ideal solution (worst) has the least benefits with low advantage of being chosen. Thus, the
TOPSIS is indulged with Priority to turn out to be
P-TOPSIS. Following are the common step processed
initially for the ranking of the services.

Algorithm 1: Similarity Ranking

Input: S services in Class (Cn) with high similarity
Output: Pruned similarity ranked services
Variables: Afford_utility – utility affordable by
user
Max_utiltiy – maximum scalable utility
by provider
Begin:
for S in Cn
AFk = fk1 fk2 // Compute Afford_utility
n
Zk = max ∑ k = 1 fkTk // Compute Max_utility
while (Zk > AFk )
Prune the row on true
end while
end for

Step 1: Compute the Normalized Matrix N using
Equation (6)
m

nij = xij √∑ i = 1 x2ij

Manhattan Distance = |x1 – x2| + |y1 – y2|
// Compute the similarity of services
Sort the M services based on similarity

(6)

for i = 1,2 … m and j = 1,2 … m

Once after pruning N services, the residual services
are listed and similarity is found using Manhattan
distance using Equation (4) ,where the top M services
are approved over to tier 2 ranking to find the final
ranking of services, here M takes the value 10. Such
carry forward shrink the search space complexity in
the final ranking.
Manhattan Distance = |x1 – x2| + |y1 – y2|,

Sim(CSi, Ureq) = Simcpucore(CSi, Ureq) +

3.3.2. Tier 2 – P-TOPSIS Based Ranking

Table 3
Similarity Based Ranking Algorithm

End.
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(4)

where x and y are the attributes of user requirement
and the attributes of other services.
For instance, the user requirement (Ureq) is given as
depicted in Table 3. The similar services Simj (CSi,
Ureq), where j is the no. of attributes pertaining to user
requirement and are computed using Manhattan similarity technique.
The aggregated similarity values is found between
two cloud services i.e user requirement and any cloud
service Simj (CSi, Ureq), as given below Equation (5):

xij: Score of alternative services ASn w.r.t criterion cj
(11 attributes as mentioned in chapter 4), nij: alternative ASn – normalized score w.r.t criterion cj (attributes) and m is the no. of attributes, i.e., 11 as in this
case
Main concern of tier 2 ranking is to consider the priorities and dynamic reflection in case of any change
in the user preferences. The priority of the user requirements are taken into account and converted into
weights using entropy function (Equations 7(a)-(b))
as a solution to address uncertainty and the values
are normalized. The converted weights are multiplied
with the normalized matrix to form the weighted normalized matrix. The conventional TOPSIS does not
consider the priority of user requirements and it is
the limitation as well. Any minor change in the user
preferences (priority) can be reflected instantaneously by updating the M services from the tier 1 ranking,
since the list comprises the maximum similar services pertaining to user requirements. Table 4 depicts
the P-TOPSIS algorithm with the steps of initializing
priority vector and conversion to weights of the same
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Table 4
P-TOPSIS Algorithm for the Final Ranking of Cloud Services
Algorithm 2: Priority (P) - TOPSIS

Input: M services from pruned dataset
Output: Final ranks of services (ri)
Begin:
While (M ≠ NULL) do
Create Decision Matrix DM;
Initialize Priority Vector (p) from user
Compute inter-priority matrix between
criterions ci
for i in p do
mat = [( j/i) for j in p]
end for
for xij in DM do
m
nij = xij √∑ i = 1 x2ij
end for
1
entropyi = (– ln(k) * (Pi * ln Pi))
for ci in no_criterions do
Dc = 1 – entropy(i)
end for
vij = wij nij
// Weighted Normalized decision matrix,
wij is weights of each criteria
calculated by entropy method
if ( j ∈ J ) then
A+j = max{v1j , v2j , ..., vmj}
A–j = min{v1j , v2j ,..., vmj}
end if
for j ∈ ci do
JS(R, Si) = 21 KL(R, m) + 21 KL(S, m)
// Distance calculation using Jensen
Shannon Divergence formula
d+
i = JS(R, Si)
// Estimates separation measure of positive
Ideal solution
–
di = JS(R, Si)
// Estimates separation measure of negative
ideal solution
end for
for each vij in DM do
–
ri = –d j + // Compute Closeness Index (CI)
di + di
end for
Rank the Alternative services based on ri
// Higher the CI value is the most preferred
Optimal cloud service alternatives.
end while
End
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followed by normalization and weighted normalization. From Algorithm 2, the cloud user is served with
most optimal service as per the requirement quoted.
Whereas, the remaining services are ignored and will
be recomputed for further user requests.
Step 2: The priority of the user requirements are converted into weights using entropy function using the
following Equations 7(a)-(b).
1

entropyi = (– ln(k) * (Pi * ln Pi))

(7a)

Dc = 1 – entropyi,

(7b)

where, k is the no. of attributes and pi is the probability value.
Step 3: Compute the weighted normalized matrix using Equation (8):
(8)
vij = wij nij ,
where vij: is the weighted normalized matrix, wij: is the
weight of criterion cj.
Step 4: Acquire the Ideal solutions Positive (A+j ) and
Negative (A–) using Equations (9)-(10):
j

A+j = max{v1j , v2j , ..., vmj}.

(9)

A–j = min{v1j , v2j ,..., vmj}.

(10)

Step 5: Thereafter the normalization, ideal best and
worst solution are computed and the ranking is calculated on the basis of closeness index, which is found
using JS divergence formula as given in Equation (11).
JS(R, Si) = 21 KL(R, m) + 21 KL(S, m)

(11)

m = 21 (R + S)m = 21 (R + S)
S

(11a)
S

KL(R, Si) = –∑i log R Ri KL(R, Si) = –∑i R log Ri ,

(11b)

where, R is the given user requirement, Si is the similar service to measure the distance and KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
Step 6: Calculate the Closeness Index (ri) for each alternative services to the ideal solution using Equation
(12):
ri =

–
dj
– +.
di + di

(12)

Step 6: Rank R using Equation (13):
R=[r1,r2….rm],

(13)
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where R is the vector of all closeness Index, the highest closeness index is the best alternative as per Equation (13).

Table 5
Example of Services
S1

S2

S3

User
Requirement

CPU Cores

8

8

8

6

Memory (gb)

8

12

12

8

QoS Attributes

4. Experimental and Output Analysis
The dataset used in this research work is from the
KSA (Knowledge, Skills and Abilities) Ministry of
Finance [4], comprises of 28,147 instances from 13
cloud nodes out of which 2425 instances are considered after data preprocessing. The dataset contains
11 parameters such as Network Bandwidth in Kbps,
Memory utilization, CPU utilization, Number of Jobs
in a Minute, Number of Jobs in 5 min, Memory Capacity, Disk Capacity, Number of CPU Cores, CPU Speed
per Core, Number of Jobs in 15 min, and response
time in milliseconds. These are the parameters related to performance of a cloud service. The service selection is performed on Intel Pentium machine with
python language in google colab.

4.1. Case Study
The performance and efficiency of proposed methodology is observed through the KSA dataset, where the
information are collected from 13 cloud nodes as its
performance related data. This work considered 10
services of same functionality for this case study and
the services are evaluated based on 11 criteria’s i.e.,
Number of Jobs in a Minute (C1), Number of Jobs in
5 min (C2), Number of Jobs in 15 min (C3), Memory
Capacity (C4), Disk Capacity (C5), Number of CPU
Cores (C6), CPU Speed per Core (C7), Network Bandwidth in Kbps (C8), Memory utilization (C9), CPU
utilization (C10) and Response time (11). Table 5 Depicts the general outline of how the services been selected on user requirement basis, where S1, S2 and S3
are sample services. The services undergo Tier-1 and
Tier-2 ranking and best optimal service is selected on
the basis on Closeness Index measure.
4.1.1. Decision Matrix Establishment
For assumption the requirements are submitted by
the cloud user to the cloud broker for providing the
best service. The M candidate services i.e. eligible
cloud Alternative Services (ASi) are found by the
cloud broker, where i = 1...m.
The Alternative services are evaluated based on the
criteria’s Cj, where j = 1….n, hence establishing the De-
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Capacity

Disk (gb)

128

128 128

128

Bandwidth
(kbps)

24

13

13

13

Throughput (%)

83

100

79

99

Response Time (sec)

60

60

70

60-120

The Alternative services are evaluated based on the criteria’s Cj,
where j = 1….n, hence establishing the Decision Matrix (DM = (
cision Matrix (DM = ( xij )m*n) of m cloud Alternative
xij )m*n) of m cloud Alternative services with their n criteria’s
services with their n criteria’s where all the service
where all the service are under eligible category. The DM is
areestablished
under eligible
category. The DM is established as
as follows:
follows:
AS1
AS2
DM = ..
.
ASm

C1
x11
x21
…
xm1

C2 …
x12 …
x22 …
… …
xm2 …

Cn
x1n
x2n
…
xmn

Conversion
of Priority
to Weights
4.1.24.1.2
Conversion
of Priority
to Weights
Using Using Entropy
Function
Entropy Function
The user priority (preferences) are taken into consideration
Theowing
user priority
(preferences)
takenasinto
con- in earlier
to conversion
of criteriaare
weights
mentioned
sideration
owing
to
conversion
of
criteria
weights
chapter. The priorities are observed from user, as
here for case
mentioned
earlier
chapter.
The priorities
are obstudy theinhigh
priority
is given
to the criteria
C11 (response
served
from
case study
thetohigh
time)
anduser,
the here
least for
priority
is given
the prioricriteria C5 (Disk
ty iscapacity).
given to the
criteria
time)
and theservices are
into(response
account the
alternative
Taking
theseC11
leastranked
priority
is given
to the criteria
(Disk capacithrough
P-TOPSIS
and theC5
following
steps takes place
accordingly.
ty). Taking
these into account the alternative services
Step 1: through
The priority
vector are
to interpriority
matrix
are ranked
P-TOPSIS
andconverted
the following
steps
i.e.place
initial
steps of Algorithm 2.
takes
accordingly.
Step 2: The entropy values are computed from interpriority
Step 1: The priority vector are converted to interprimatrix and converted to weights after normalizing the entropy
orityvalues
matrix
initial steps
of Algorithm
byi.e.
computing
Equation
(7)(a-b),2.Tables 6(a)-(b) depicts
Stepthe
2: values
The entropy
values are
computed
from inter- converted
of Normalized
entropy
and corresponding
priority
matrix
andcriterions.
converted to weights after norweights
of each
malizing the entropy values by computing Equation
Table 6(a)
(7)(a-b),
Tables 6(a)-(b) depicts the values of NormalNormalized
Entropy
Values of Each
Criterion
ized
entropy and
corresponding
converted
weights of
Criterions
Normalized
Entropy
Values
each criterions.
C1

4.1.3 Ranking
C2the Services

0.3186
20.8687

Step 3: Weighted
normalized matrix
(vij) is deterC3
1.5098
mines using Equation
(8), i.e., the weights
C4
5.0664 of criteriC5

3.1290

C6

12.2415

C7

7.2573

C8

9.6591

C9

14.9817

C10

17.8621

4

S
us
no
de

Tab
We

Ta
We
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Table 6(a)
Normalized Entropy Values of Each Criterion
Criterions

ons (wij) and normalized decision matrix (nij) are multiplied as depicted in Tables 7(a)-(b).

Normalized Entropy Values

C1
C2

0.3186
20.8687
1.5098
5.0664

C3
C4
C5

9.6591
14.9817
17.8621
0.2136

C9
C10
C11

The criterions C4, C5 and C6 carries the same values
since the top M services are most similar in values regarding the memory, disk and CPU cores.
Step 4: The ideal best (A+j ) and worst (A–j ) solutions
are computed using Equations (9)-(10), thereby determining the best alternative service distances (d+i )
and (d–i ) from the ideal best and worst solutions
through Jensen Shannon method using Equation

3.1290
12.2415
7.2573

C6
C7
C8
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Table 7(a)
Weighted Normalized Matrix
Alternative
Services

C1

AS1

0.0010

0.0705 0.0060 0.0173

0.0107

AS2

0.0010

0.0691

0.0055 0.0173

0.0107

AS3

0.0009

0.0635

0.0056 0.0173

0.0107

AS4

0.0012

0.0768

0.0053 0.0173

0.0107

AS5

0.0008

0.0549

0.0038 0.0173

0.0107

AS6

0.0011

0.0718

0.0047 0.0173

0.0107

AS7

0.0014

0.0894 0.0063 0.0173

0.0107

AS8

0.0013

0.0759

0.0052 0.0173

0.0107

AS9

0.0012

0.0802 0.0057 0.0173

0.0107

AS10

0.0008

0.0516

0.0107

Table 6(b)
Converting Entropy into Weights
Criterions

Weights

C1
C2

0.0034
0.2252
0.0163
0.0547

C3
C4
C5

0.0338
0.1321
0.0783

C6
C7
C8

0.1042
0.1617
0.1927
0.0023

C9
C10
C11

C2

C3

C4

C5

0.0036 0.0173

Table 7(b)
Weighted Normalized Matrix
Alternative Services

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

AS1
AS2
AS3
AS4
AS5
AS6
AS7
AS8
AS9
AS10

0.0417
0.0417
0.0417
0.0417
0.0417
0.0417
0.0417
0.0417
0.0417
0.0417

0.0247
0.0247
0.0247
0.0247
0.0247
0.0247
0.0247
0.0247
0.0247
0.0247

0.0344
0.0344
0.0344
0.0344
0.0263
0.0344
0.0344
0.0344
0.0344
0.0263

0.0529
0.0529
0.0529
0.0529
0.0435
0.0529
0.0529
0.0529
0.0529
0.0435

0.0332
0.0389
0.0333
0.0314
0.0362
0.0927
0.0283
0.0977
0.0948
0.0567

0.0006
0.0008
0.0006
0.0008
0.0006
0.0006
0.0007
0.0010
0.0007
0.0008
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The criterions C4, C5 and C6 carries the same values since the
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Figure 6 depicts the services for the first 5 ranks
based on closeness index for both the MCDM techniques. Higher the CI higher the similarity between
user requirement and chosen service. The ideal best
and ideal worst values along with the CI values are
shown in Table 8.
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999 services undergo the ranking phase for proposed
method. Thus, the proposed method outperforms the
traditional method significantly.

4.4. Performance Analysis on Amazon Data
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As the Figure 7 depicts the space complexity,
TOPSIS has reduced the space complexity of about 65% when
compared to the conventional TOPSIS method, showing 2425 are
the no. of services (search space) for existing method where as
merely 999 services undergo the ranking phase for proposed
method.
Figure 7Thus, the proposed method outperforms the traditional
method significantly.

Search Space Redcution Graph of P-TOPSIS and TOPSIS

Figure 7
Search Space Redcution Graph of P-TOPSIS and TOPSIS

The performance comparison (Figure 8) is computed with
Closeness Index (CI) to verify the most similar service
pertaining to the user requirement.

4.5 Rank Reversal
The phenomenon associated with change in alternative
rank order is termed as Rank Reversal [2, 3, 24], when
new alternative is added/removed in entire decision
making process. The only issue of using TOPSIS method
is the rank reversal which can be solved by making the
normalization a constant value hence the CI values doesn’t
change when a service is added or removed. This issue is
considered as special case of the proposed method. The
authentic normalization, Equation (1), implemented for
solving the issue of rank reversal and the normalization
can be converted into Equation (14) as follows:

As the Figure 7 depicts the space complexity, can analyse that PTOPSIS has reduced the space complexity of about 65% when
compared to the conventional TOPSIS method, showing 2425 are
the no. of services (search space) for existing method where as
.
(14)
merely 999 services undergo the ranking phase for proposed The performance comparison (Figure 8) is computed with
4.5. Rank Reversal
method. Thus, the proposed method outperforms the traditional Closeness Index (CI) to verify the most similar service
method significantly.
The
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the details of rank reversal
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24],
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Equation (1), implemented for solving the issue of
rank reversal and the normalization can be converted
into Equation (14) as follows:
nij = xij / Mini(xij).

(14)

The following Table 10 provides the details of rank
reversal before and after the change of normalization,
for both cases the removal of an alternative and addition of an alternative as well. The original CI value is
checked against the rank reversal for the alternative
service AS7.
Table 10
Rank Reversal Analysis
Ranking
Methods

Original
CI value

CI Value upon
Addition

CI Value upon
Removal

TOPSIS

0.26

0.62

0.74

P-TOPSIS

0.45

0.45

0.45

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The dawn of cloud computing and its impression on
various other business works has paved way for spike

in abundant cloud service providers posing plenty of
similar services with diversification of features. The
rapid increase with trending technologies, the number of cloud services is skyrocketing with plunge in
the identification of appropriate service for the cloud
user. The persistent struggles by the research community had driven the service selection in cloud as
a conspicuous key to the issue of cloud service selection. To be precise in addressing the user prefernces
and the chore of colossal search space.
In such way, the proposed work Clustering-Ranking
based cloud service selection flagged way to address
the challenge in an fitting manner. The entire worklfow of C-DRM comprises of two phases, namely (i)
Clustering phase: grouping the similar services and
(ii) Ranking phase: tier 1 – to condense the space
complexity and tier 2 – to inculcate the user priority and to address the variation in user preference
change at concluding stage. The experimental analysis proves the performance of C-DRM over the existing approach. For the future work addition of user
feedback along with several service providers and
corresponding information can be considered for selection and malicious records need to be addressed
efficiently.
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